Abstract
Introduction
The Compact Muon Solenoid experiment, CMS [I] , a high energyphysics experiment at CERN -the European Organization for Nuclear Research has a large number of Terabyte sized databases and the experiment is due to take its fust data in mid 2005 after which a PetaByte of raw event data will be generated and stored per year. Until very recently the object-oriented database, Objectivity/DB was the first database of choice for the CMS Event Store.
But In July 2001, CMS decided [4]
to evaluate the Oracle9i database as a potential candidate for its baseline for persistent data storage. This decision is mainly motivated by concems about the trends concerning the market performance of the ObjectivityDB, which is, as said earlier, was the baseline of CMS at that time. So far there is no indication about the final decision of the next frontline database of choice in CMS, but there seems to be an inclination in the HEP community t o w d s using Oracle9i as part of the next possible solution PI.
If for example the HEP community select OraclePi or any Object-Relational Database for the event store or its metadata then there will arise a need to transfer legacy data from object-oriented databases to object-relational databases. In this context, there is a need to find a solution for this activity.
The CERN's WISDOM project [I] deals with the replication of data in a Wide Area Network (WAN) in a database independent format i.e. the widely acceptable standard for data exchange -the extensible Markup Language (XML) [61. The WISDOM project, according to [Z] , I31 & [71, provides tools for converting object-oriented data into XML and back i.e. conversion of the XML objects into the database (ObjectivityDB). This means that objects are transferred from one layer of persistence (i.e. OODB) to another layer of persistence (i.e. XML). But the difference between the two is that the second form bas an added feature in addition to persistency i.e. mobility.
The XML generated as a result of serialization [Z] , can be directly used for migrating objects to yet another layer of persistence, e.g. Object-Relational Databases.
Here it will also be appropriate to highlight one of the features of Omcle9i concerning its support for XML. The OracleSi/9i understands XML data, can store XML documents and also provides a query facility for the XML data. In addition to this Oracle9i has also made a breakthrough by facilitating the much-awaited ADT support.
In the light of the above, research has been proposed, and $en conducted to exploit the capabilities of the tools developed in the WISDOM project and the current rich support provided by Oracle9i. to design a mechanism to transport data in a heterogeneous environment consisting of both object-oriented and object-relational data. The medium for transportation is obviously the database independent XML. This research work can also be referred to as an extension to the work being done in the context of the WISDOM project. Since the WISDOM project is a sister project to the CRISTAL project [SI, so the results of this research can also be exploited in the CRISTAL project. Keeping this in mind for real database tests, the CRISTAL databases have been used.
In this paper a detailed study is reported on the following core issues: The XMLSQL Utility (XSU) [9] transforms XML into Oracle tables and vice versa. This work is relevant to our work in the context that it addresses the transformation of XMLed information into Oracle tables but in this case the structure of the resultant XML document is fixed i.e. it conforms to a particular DTD agreed by the designers of the product. Moreover by using this utility we can't create schema dynamically. So, this makes irrelevance with our current work, which addresses the conversion of XMLed objects from an object source into tables inside Oracle.
Migration of objects among commercial DBs using XML
Currently there is no work being don,: in the context of migrating objects (after converting them into XML) between different commercially available pore object-oriented and object-relational products.
The research work reported in this paper address this deficiency by providing a solution, which can convert l(MLed information (produced by using tools from [2], [3] ) from an object-oriented database (i.e. ObjectivityDB) to object-relational database (i.e. Oracle).
Object relational mapping
Mapping Objects to tables is a problem that has occurred as long as there is a need to progam in an object oriented language but at the same time to use relational database instead of object oriented database for some compelling reasons like, better integration with java, provision of smoother upgrade path for heavy relational users, provision of fall-back to another relational database, leveraging existing SQL sldlls, investment from major players in the corporate sector etc. In essence, it is required to handle the mapping of objects into relational tables and to bridge the gap between the two different sights i.e. OODBMS and RDBMS.
General factors while mapping objects
The major factors that should take into account while mapping objects to tables are; to tables has significant influence on the number of database accesses that occur in a system. It is therefore a good idea to waste a few 
Survey of XML database products
There are various ways to solve the problem of effective, automatic conversion of XML data into and out of relational databases. Database vendors such as IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, and Sybase have developed tools to assist in converting XML documents into relational tables.
XML enabled databases
To store and retrieve the data in data-centric documents, an =-enabled database is required.
The following is a list of the Relational databases that are XML enabled and having commercial License [IO] .
Product

Developer
Access 2002
Minosoft DB2 XML Extender, DB2 IBM Informix
IBM
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Microsoft Oracle 9 , 9 i Oracle XML enabled database is tuned for data storage, such as a relational or object-oriented database, and some sort of data transfer software which might be built into the database (in this case the database is said to be XUL-enabled) or any t h i r d -p q miaiileware can be used.
Whereas, ObjectivityDB (from Objectivity, Inc.) is an Object Oriented database, which has recently announced its XML interface.
Oracle XML components
In this part we will provide an overview of Oracle's XML components that can be used to transform XML data into I from Oracle. After that we'll elaborate the limitations of using these components while migrating Objects from ObjectivityDB into Oracle.
The following XML. components are provided with Oracle9i and Oracle9i Application Server:
XML-SQL utility (XSU)
XMGSQL Utility (XSU) enables us to do the following things: 0 It can transform data retrieved from objectrelational database tables or views into XML.
0 By using XSU we can extract data from XML document and by using a canonical mapping; this data can be inserted into the appropriate columndamibutes of a table or a view.
By using XSU we can extract data fiom a X M L document and can apply this data for updating or deleting values of the appropriate c o l d a n r i b u t e s .
0
XSU is makeup of Java classes and these Java classes can be loaded into a java enabled OracleSii9i database.
For example, if we specify the query "select * from emp", the XSU would generate the following XML In the generated XML, the rows rehuned by the SQL query are enclosed in a ROWSET tag (Fig. 2@) ) to make the <ROWSET', element, which is also the root element of the generated XML document.
The <ROWSET', element contains one or more C R O m elements. Each of these * O m elements contains the data from one of the returned db rows. [ill.
Limitations while using Oracle XML components
The project scenario
The methodology that is being followed in the current research in order to transfer data from Objectivity to Oracle is presented in the figure (Fig.  3) .
Data from Objectivity is serialized in X M L format by tools provided by (2.31. The produced X M L (i.e. objects) contains the tangible data from ObjectivityDB.
Project design
In order to design the schema in a relational database, the corresponding schema information is required from Objectivity. That schema information is taken from the Object-% file (generated from the Objectivity database). By using SQL script file tables can be created in database. After creating tables (by using ODBC connection), "Object X M L File" (which has tangible data of objectivity in XML format) is then mapped into database by using map file (generated from a XML file). Each Object XML file contains DTD (document type definition), that is the information about the objects residing in that XML file.
A simple transformation of Object A into XML format is shown in Fig.4 , then this XML data is further transformed into table structure (Fig.4 , Table  A The SQL statements for creating tables and columns will be generated in the following context: 
Map tile
Map file contains information about objects which are to be mapped into the Oracle database. There are two kinds of mapping I- Table- based mapping 2-Object-based mapping.
These both mappings i.e. the table based and object relational mapping model the data in XML documents rather than the documents themselves. The table-based mapping can't handle mixed content at all.
Table based mapping
In 
3-
The 
Object-relational mapping
We've used Object-Relational Mapping for transformation of Objectivity data as the requirement was as follows; 1-To migrate object oriented database 2-To store data in multiple tables 3-To generate database schema from DTD of XML file.
This mapping is performed by the use of a map file, Map file is also generated by extracting information from the DTD, Map file contains information about objects, that which elements information is to be stored where in the Oracle database tables. The concept of map is described here that how it is worldng and the element information is transferred by using these map statements. The idea is to tell OUT application s o w a r e to store elements at our desired location in the database. 
Conclusion
In this paper a mechanism to handle the mapping of objects into relational tables and modeling the concepts of object oriented programming into relational table structures are investigated. Different XML middleware products have been tested including XML components provided by Oracle for mapping XML data to tables. Various tesh were conducted to discover the strengths and limitations of these XML components and based on the results a complete solution for the migration from Objectivity DB to Oracle DB is proposed, which is very close to the project's needs. This was actually done to analyze the structure of the objects residing in the objectivity database (at source) and to extract the underlying metadata for converting it in a format suitable for designing schema in the RDBMS i.e. Oracle. Finally, the task was to pull out the objects from the object XML file generated from Objectivity database (at source) to migrate them in the Oracle database by making use of the map file is presented. Map file is generated by using information residing in the DTD. SQL script (create table statements) is also generated by using DTJJ. SQL script is used to create tables in the database. Object data is transferred into tables by using map file as described in section 7 of this paper.
Transformation steps
Future o
At present the schema and map file is generated to store data in oracle that is DTD-based. In future XML schema can be used for that function.
Moreover the whole functionality of this migration from objectivity to oracle can be wrapped as a web service.
